


Small Footprints fit in Tight Spaces

Dodge Gear Reducers and Bearings

Baldor Motors

Crowned, Lagged Head Pulleys

Crowned, Winged Boot Pulleys

Powder Coated or Stainless Steel

Dodge Gear Reducers 
and Bearings

Baldor Motors

Nolin Extended Hub 
Floater Sprockets

Powder Coated or 
Stainless Steel

Dodge Gear Reducers 
and Bearings

Baldor Motors

Crowned Head Pulleys 
with Slide Lagging

Crowned, Winged        
Boot Pulleys

SOFR Belting

Galvanized Construction 
with Heavy Duty Powder 
Coated Frames 

Convey Horizontally 
and Vertically 
in a Range of 
Configurations

Dodge Gear Reducers 
and Bearings

Baldor Motors

Nolin Extended Hub 
Floater Sprockets

Powder Coated or 
Stainless Steel

elevators elevators
elevators

elevators

Capacities from 220-14,000 
cubic feet per hour

Capacities
from 200-3500
cubic feet per hour Capacities

from 350-750
cubic feet per hour

Capacities from
1,500-50,000 bph

NOLINSTEEL.com

NOLINSTEEL.com

NOLIN precision
crafted
machinery

Our engineering team utilizes advanced 
tools and methods in the design of 
our equipment. In addition to our own 
testing, we solicit customer feedback 
and redesign current equipment 
models ensuring our designs meet the 
exacting specifications of real-world 
users. We also maintain a new product 
development program, enabling fresh 
ideas to be transformed into new 
machinery in our product line.

Nolin’s engineers utilize three-
dimensional “solid modeling” when 
designing machinery and complete 
facilities. Our clients love seeing their 
exact order, customized to their specific 
needs, prior to manufacturing.

We believe in straight answers – so we 
put our money where our mouth is. Any 
piece of our equipment can be tested, 
free of charge, in our state of the art test 
center prior to an equipment purchase. 
In fact, we encourage customers to 
attend and experience firsthand how 
our equipment can address their 
processing challenges.

If attending is not an option, we can 
video the testing and send to you with 
the resulting samples. We can test small 
samples, or set up larger samples in 
a continuous cycle for results closely 
resembling actual field conditions.

Our investments in technology 
deliver outstanding on-site quality 
control and efficiency.

Moderately gentle

Extremely gentle

gentle

classic
series

easy
dump 
series

gentle 
series

grain
series

Grain Series 
Pulley Diameters
From 24” to 48”

NOLIN

world-class
engineering
and R&D
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state of the 
art testing

N
OLIN




